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Abstract
Purpose: The optimal regimen for the treatment of metastatic
colorectal cancer (CRC) remains uncertain. We sought to docu-
ment clinicians’ treatment recommendations and determine the
motivation behind them.

Materials and Methods: A postal questionnaire was sent to
all members of the Medical Oncology Group of Australia con-
cerning chemotherapy treatment options in the setting of meta-
static CRC.

Results: The response rate was 59.7% (n � 188). One hun-
dred sixty-two physicians (86%) treated patients with CRC. Of
the 162 physicians, 92.6% (n � 150) recommended oxaliplatin-
based regimens as first-line treatment for CRC due to perceived
superior efficacy (66.9%; n � 107) or toxicity profile (17%; n �
27). Fluorouracil (FU), leucovorin (LV), and oxaliplatin (FOLFOX6)
was the most popular regimen (59.3%; n � 98). Calcium and

magnesium to prevent oxaliplatin-related neurotoxicity was rou-
tinely used by 34.6% of physicians (n � 56) from cycle 1. Despite
the lack of phase III data at the time, 8.6% of physicians (n � 14)
selected capecitabine and oxaliplatin (XELOX) a preferred first-
line regimen; 61.7% of physicians (n � 100) recommended FU,
LV, and irinotecan (FOLFIRI) second-line treatment. Concerning
LV dose, one third of physicians (33.3%; n � 54) selected
20 mg/m2 and one third of physicians (32.7%, n � 53) selected
200 mg/m2, with 25.3% of physicians (n � 41) using a fixed
50 mg bolus.

Conclusion: This survey demonstrated considerable variation
regarding recommended chemotherapy for patients with meta-
static CRC. Of considerable concern is the use of calcium and
magnesium based on retrospective data alone. Given that this
variation in practice may significantly impact patient outcomes,
additional studies are required to improve understanding of phy-
sician attitudes and the motivations behind treatment decision
making.

Introduction
In developed countries, colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the
most common malignancies and is a leading cause of cancer-
related death.1 The last two decades have seen substantial im-
provements in survival for patients with metastatic CRC treated
with chemotherapy and biologic therapies. Treatment options
have expanded from fluorouracil (FU) alone to include multiple
oxaliplatin- and irinotecan-based regimens (Appendix Table A1,
online only) as well as a growing number of biologic/targeted
therapies such as bevacizumab, cetuximab, and panitumumab.

When considering treatment for metastatic CRC, chemo-
therapy options generally fall into three broad groups: FU/
leucovorin (LV) or capecitabine alone, oxaliplatin-based
regimens, and irinotecan-based regimens. The National
Comprehensive Cancer Network practice guidelines de-
scribe a wide range of appropriate first-line and second-line
options for metastatic CRC and stratify choices based on
ability to tolerate intensive therapy.2 Numerous trials in the
last decade have studied a large number of regimens, poten-
tially leading to variation in practice and uncertainty as to
what constitutes the optimal dose, schedule, and combina-
tion of treatment. Studies that have directly compared ox-
aliplatin- and irinotecan-based regimens3-5 have suggested
overall efficacy and rate of severe toxicity to be similar, al-
though toxicity profiles differ. In many instances, therefore,
the choice of agents is based on performance status, comor-
bidities, and patient or physician preferences.

In addition to issues regarding drug sequence, many unresolved
questions about dose, schedule, and potential adjuvants remain.
One key question concerns the optimal FU regimen to use with
oxaliplatin, given that regimens of FU, LV, and oxaliplatin,
(FOLFOX4, FOLFOX6, and FOLFOX7) use different doses
and schedules of the same chemotherapy drugs, and have all
been selected as standard regimens in recent trials.3,5,6 Calcium
and magnesium, until recently, seemed a reasonable addition to
oxaliplatin-based regimens as a strategy to reduce the incidence
of acute and delayed neurotoxicity. Irinotecan may be used as a
single agent, at varying doses and in different schedules; alter-
natively, irinotecan may be used in combination with bolus or
infusional FU. For all regimens that incorporate FU, the opti-
mal dose of LV remains uncertain.

Thus, there are numerous options available to oncologists when
considering chemotherapy choices for their patients with met-
astatic CRC. This situation presents an opportunity to explore
decision making, motivations, and knowledge base of medical
oncologists.

Materials and Methods

Study Population
All medical oncologists and advanced trainee registrars who
were members of the Medical Oncology Group of Australia
were mailed a survey in mid-2006 (n � 350). The vast majority
of practicing Australian medical oncologists are members of this
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body. Trainees are senior physicians with at least 4 years of
postgraduate medical experience (equivalent to fellows before
board certification in the United States). The survey was anon-
ymous; identification numbers were used to track responses and
allow follow-up of nonresponders. A reminder e-mail was sent
close to the cutoff date to all Medical Oncology Group of
Australia members. Nonresponders were mailed the survey
again.

Physician demographic information included practice setting
(public or private); trainee versus consultant oncologist status;
years of experience; and proportion of patients observed with
CRC. Additional demographic details were not sought to pro-
tect anonymity of the clinicians.

Design
The survey was a clinician-driven project, designed and devel-
oped by a panel of oncologists. This was part of a larger survey
comprised of three parts. Results from the other parts of the
survey have been presented elsewhere.7,8 The survey was pre-
tested with 10 oncologists, and based on feedback, the ques-
tionnaire was modified to improve clarity. Clinicians were
asked their preferred first-line chemotherapy treatment for fit
(Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group [ECOG] performance
status 0 to 1) patients with metastatic CRC, the main reason for
this choice, their preferred oxaliplatin- and irinotecan-based
regimens, and their preferred dose of LV. In addition, questions
concerning oxaliplatin-based treatment included the use of in-
travenous calcium and magnesium and whether oxaliplatin was
administered via a peripheral or central venous access device
(Appendix Fig A1, online only). Biologic therapies such as
cetuximab and bevacizumab are available in Australia but are
not subsidized by the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and are
not widely available—neither at the time of the survey in 2006
nor at present. Their use was not investigated in this survey.

Analysis
Data analysis was conducted using Stata SE 9.0 (College Sta-
tion, TX). All P values given are two-sided, and were calculated
using the Mantel-Haenszel test, or with Fisher’s exact test on
occasions that the sample size was small. Responses were com-
pared looking for any significant differences between consult-
ants and trainees, public versus private practices, proportion of
patients treated with CRC, and years of practice experience.

Results
From an initial 350 surveys mailed, 35 respondents were con-
sidered ineligible (pediatric oncologists, hematologists, or not
in clinical practice). From the remaining 315, 188 clinicians
returned the survey (response rate, 59.7%). Of the 188 re-
sponses, seven were incomplete, and 19 clinicians stated that
they did not treat patients with CRC. Thus, 162 responses
remained: 125 consultants and 37 trainees (Fig 1). Of the con-
sultants, 59.2% (n � 74) estimated that patients with CRC
represented less than 20% of their practice. Patients with CRC

comprised more than 20% of the practices of the remaining
40.8% of consultants (n � 51). This variety in experience with
CRC was considered broadly representative of Australian on-
cologists.

Preferred Chemotherapy Drug Regimen
Clinicians were asked about their preferred chemotherapy reg-
imen for a fit (ECOG performance status 0 to 1) patient with
metastatic CRC in the first line-setting (Fig 2A). One hundred
fifty (92.6%) respondents preferred an oxaliplatin-based regi-
men, with only 2.5% (n � 4) choosing an irinotecan-based
regimen. The most common reason given for choosing this
regimen was “efficacy” (66.9%; n � 108), whereas 16.9% (n �
27) selected “toxicity,” and 6.9% (n � 11) chose “expert opin-
ion” (Fig 2). Responses did not differ significantly with level of
experience with CRC or according to years of experience, al-
though trainees were more likely to select “expert opinion”
(16.2%, n � 6) compared with consultants (4.1%, n � 5; P �
.01).

Respondents were given the choice of a number of common
oxaliplatin- and irinotecan-based regimens and asked which
they generally recommended in the metastatic disease setting
for a fit patient. Table A1 outlines the common chemotherapy
regimens in use for metastatic CRC. For oxaliplatin-based reg-
imens, the majority (59.3%, n � 98) selected FOLFOX6,
which avoids the day 2 chemotherapy bolus (Fig 3). Of the
remainder, 25.3% of respondents (n � 41) selected
FOLFOX4, and 8.6% of respondents (n � 14) chose capecit-
abine and oxaliplatin (XELOX). Trainees were equally as likely
to choose FOLFOX4 or FOLFOX6, whereas more consultants
than trainees selected FOLFOX6 (56% v 32.4%; P � .02). No
respondents selected the bolus FLOX regimen.

The majority of clinicians (61.7%, n � 100) selected FU, LV,
and irinotecan (FOLFIRI) as the preferred irinotecan-based
regimens in the second-line setting; the next most common

Figure 1. Survey Responses. CRC, colorectal cancer.
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choice was single-agent irinotecan every 3 weeks (14.8%, n �
24). Only eight physicians (4.9%) selected FU, LV, and irino-
tecan (IFL).

Addressing Oxaliplatin Neuropathy and
Administration
The survey asked respondents to document their use of calcium
and magnesium at the time of oxaliplatin administration (Fig
4). Overall, 40.7% of respondents (n � 66) never used calcium
and magnesium; 21.6% of respondents (n � 35) used these

agents if neurotoxicity developed, and 34.6% of respondents
(n � 56) used them in every patient from cycle 1. Consultants
overall were more likely than trainees to use calcium and mag-
nesium routinely from cycle 1 (39.5% v 18.9%; P � .02).
There were no significant differences depending on level of
experience with CRC.

Once oxaliplatin-related neuropathy develops, the most com-
mon response was to continue with FU alone if there was on-
going disease response (42%, n � 69). Only 5% of respondents
(n � 8) said they would restart oxaliplatin once the neuropathy
had resolved. Responses did not differ significantly according to
physician experience.

The survey also asked about administration of oxaliplatin
through a peripheral intravenous cannula versus central access.
Whereas 39.5% (n � 64) said they would never use a peripheral
cannula, 4.3% of consultants (n � 7) answered that they always
followed this practice.

LV Dose
Responses to the question of what dose of LV clinicians used
when giving FOLFOX or FOLFIRI (Fig 5) varied widely, with
33.3% of respondents (n � 54) using 20 mg/m2, 32.7% of
respondents (n � 53) using 200 mg/m2, and 25.3% of respon-
dents (n � 41) using a fixed 50 mg bolus. There were no
significant differences depending on years of experience or pro-
portion of patients seen with CRC.

Duration of Chemotherapy Treatment
When asked how long they would aim to continue FOLFOX or
FOLFIRI, 32.1% of respondents (n � 52) stated they would
aim for 12 cycles, 27.8% of respondents (n � 45) would con-
tinue until prolonged stable disease, and 21% of respondents
(n � 34) selected ongoing chemotherapy until toxicities or
disease progression. There were no significant differences based
on years of experience or level of experience in treating CRC.

Discussion
This survey highlights the wide variety of choices clinicians face
when treating patients with metastatic CRC, not only in che-

Figure 2. (A) Preferred first-line treatment for patients
with metastatic colorectal cancer; (B) reason for
preferred first-line regimen. FU, fluorouracil.
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Figure 3. Preferred oxaliplatin-based (first-line)
regimens. FOLFOX, oxaliplatin, leucovorin (LV), and
fluorouracil (FU); XELOX, capecitabine and oxaliplatin;
FLOX, FULV and oxaliplatin.
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Figure 4. Use of calcium and magnesium with
oxaliplatin: consultant versus trainee status.
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motherapy regimens, but in adjuncts such as LV and calcium
and magnesium infusions. To some extent this variation is ex-
pected in a rapidly evolving and complex area; however, it is
interesting to explore why physicians are motivated to select one
particular regimen instead of another. Potential factors include
varying knowledge of the clinical trial literature, the influence of
expert opinion, familiarity with particular regimens, or perhaps
the influence of pharmaceutical marketing. However, this sur-
vey also demonstrates a willingness to embrace strategies that
are not well established.

Perhaps the most striking finding is the use of calcium and
magnesium prophylaxis for oxaliplatin neuropathy in 2006,
based on retrospective data alone, which has since become a
controversial issue. Limited evidence at the time suggested that
calcium and magnesium might protect against acute and possi-
bly chronic cumulative neurotoxicity.9,10 A 2005 literature re-
view concluded that calcium and magnesium seemed effective
in treating and reducing the severity of neuropathic symp-
toms.11 This survey shows that the use of calcium and magne-
sium had been widely adopted in Australia despite an absence of
phase III data. More recently, the CONCEPT trial, a phase III
study, designed to explore the effect of calcium and magnesium
prophyplaxis on oxaliplatin neuropathy, was halted due to an
interim analysis revealing significantly reduced response rates in
the investigational arm.12 A subsequent independent review of
scans found no significant difference in responses, however.12a

The results of our survey, particularly in light of the CON-
CEPT data, highlight the importance of evidence-based medi-
cine, in particular using data from randomized phase III trials,
to guide decision making.

The results of our survey demonstrated a dominant use of ox-
aliplatin in first-line therapy, with irinotecan-based regimens
recommended for only 2.5% of patients. More than two thirds
of respondents indicated that they chose an oxaliplatin-based
chemotherapy as first-line treatment for reasons of superior ef-
ficacy. This is not inconsistent with currently available data.

Some studies have suggested efficacy advantages of oxaliplatin
(the oxaliplatin regimen achieved superior outcomes in the
N9741 study13); however, many experts attribute this outcome
to differences in the FU regimens, and differential crossover to
the alternate treatment arm. In the Tournigand study,3 in
which a similar FU regimen was employed in both arms and
crossover was not compromised, response rates and survival
were equivalent. A recent publication describing Australian
practice showed a marked increase in the use of first-line oxali-
platin at the time the N9741 study was first reported,14 suggest-
ing that Australian oncologists were significantly influenced by
this study. Though it is certainly appropriate clinically to use
oxaliplatin as a first-line agent in metastatic CRC, the dominant
selection of oxaliplatin for efficacy reasons (rather than toxicity)
nevertheless remains largely unsupported by clinical studies. It
is possible that the increased use of oxaliplatin might be due to
influence from the pharmaceutical industry.

The various oxaliplatin-containing regimens have not been
compared directly. Each has been used as a standard in recent
randomized studies.3,5,6 Of the infusional regimens,
FOLFOX6, which eliminates the day 2 bolus, was the regimen
of choice for 60% of oncologists. This may be driven by con-
venience (for both the patient and the medical system); how-
ever, this was not explored in the survey.

The substitution of capecitabine for infusional FU seems a log-
ical choice in the metastatic disease setting where convenience
and ease of administration are particularly important. At the
time of the survey, phase III studies had shown capecitabine
alone to be at least equivalent to infusional FU/LV alone in the
adjuvant colon and metastatic colorectal disease settings; how-
ever, published results for XELOX in metastatic CRC were
from phase II studies only. In this context it is of interest that 14
clinicians (8.6%) selected XELOX as their standard first-line
oxaliplatin-based regimen. Subsequent publications after this
survey was completed, including three phase III trials, suggest
that XELOX is an acceptable alternative to FOLFOX in first-
line treatment.15–17

The array of irinotecan-based treatment regimens in the sec-
ond-line setting is again broad, with the choice of irinotecan
alone (multiple doses and schedules) or an FU-containing com-
bination, and the additional options of bolus or infusional FU.
Though single-agent irinotecan was used in the pivotal studies
demonstrating the impact of this agent in the second-line set-
ting,18-20 the infusional regimen FOLFIRI was the dominant
second-line choice of the clinicians surveyed. A recent random-
ized phase II study involving 55 patients with metastatic CRC
treated in the second-line setting compared single-agent irino-
tecan with or without infusional FU, and showed similar out-
comes.21

The optimal dose of LV when combined with FU has long been
debated. The available evidence suggests that there are no clear
benefits of high-dose compared with low-dose LV.22,23 Out-

Figure 5. Choice of leucovorin dose used in FOLFOX/
FOLFIRI. FU, fluorouracil; LV, leucovorin.
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comes seem equivalent, but toxicity, in particular diarrhea, may
be greater with higher doses of leucovorin.23 As a result, FU-
alone, FOLFOX4, and FOLFOX6 regimens have been modi-
fied to include a lower dose of LV.24 The choices for LV dosing
with FOLFOX or FOLFIRI in this study were clearly varied
with close to one third of clinicians each choosing 20 mg/m2,
200 mg/m2, or a fixed 50 mg dose (the size of one standard
ampoule).

The optimum duration of chemotherapy treatment for any
individual patient is uncertain. Though clinical trials may stip-
ulate a given number of chemotherapy cycles, in practice it is
more common and may be clinically more appropriate to
treat until either disease progression or toxicities intervene.
Our results demonstrate a variety of responses regarding the
optimal duration of FOLFOX or FOLFIRI treatment. The
OPTIMOX1 study demonstrated that a planned oxaliplatin
holiday (continuing with FU/LV alone) produced equivalent
survival outcomes and reduced toxicity compared with giving
continuous FOLFOX.6 The most frequently endorsed ap-
proach from our survey was to continue FU/LV alone if neu-
ropathy developed, which does not seem to be harmful to
patients, given the results from both the OPTIMOX1 and
OPTIMOX2 studies.25

Oxaliplatin is most often administered via a central venous
access device, at least partly because most treatment regimens
employ infusional FU. Although previously classified as an ir-
ritant, oxaliplatin is now considered a vesicant.26 There is a
greater risk of extravasation using a peripheral access device.
Case reports of vesicant reactions have led authors to suggest
that central access is advisable for oxaliplatin administra-
tion.26–28 Interestingly, only 2% of clinicians who frequently
saw patients with CRC always gave oxaliplatin via peripheral
access.

There have been numerous publications describing variations
in oncologists’ practice, care, and outcomes. An Australian
questionnaire of medical professionals’ knowledge of pancreatic
cancer management revealed a number of differences in percep-
tions regarding diagnosis and treatment, supporting the devel-
opment of evidence-based guidelines to allow more uniform
management.29 Another Australian survey asked physicians
about the role of chemotherapy in metastatic non–small-cell
lung cancer and demonstrated significant differences in the per-
ceived role of chemotherapy within the medical oncology com-
munity.30 Though the disparities have been well documented,
the reasons behind the differences remain more obscure. It re-
mains important to also identify areas where medical decision
making itself differs significantly within patient populations.
Identification of any disparities is the first step toward address-

ing this issue and making changes in education or guidelines for
clinicians, such that treatment within a population is as uni-
form and optimal as possible.

Though interesting results have been obtained from this survey,
there are a number of limitations. The first of these is the mod-
est response rate despite multiple mail-outs and reminders. As
such, it is difficult to know whether the sample is representative
of the entire target population. Nevertheless, the survey showed
considerable variation, even in the subset of responding medical
oncologists. Clearly, this variation would persist even with
100% response rate. We did not include consideration of bio-
logic agents in the survey due to limited use in Australia; though
acknowledge that the use of these agents may influence recom-
mendations regarding chemotherapy. Only ECOG perfor-
mance status 0 to 1 patients were considered: this excludes
patients presenting more unwell with metastatic disease, but we
particularly targeted the well population to replicate many clin-
ical trial scenarios and to ensure that all choices or regimens
represented reasonable possibilities. Patient preference is an im-
portant component of chemotherapy decision making: al-
though not specifically listing this as a reason for choice, there
was a box identified as “other” available for respondents to list
an alternative reason for their first-line chemotherapy choice.
Our survey focused on physicians’ recommendations.

Additional questions arising from this survey include whether
clinicians’ use of calcium and magnesium have now dwindled
in light of emerging new data; how use of oxaliplatin in the
adjuvant disease setting (which did not occur at the time of the
survey) affects decisions surrounding chemotherapy choices in
the metastatic disease setting; how chemotherapy choices
would differ between a well (ECOG 0 to 1) and unwell (ECOG
2 to 3) patient; and neoadjuvant chemotherapy choices in pa-
tients being considered for resection of liver metastases. This
future research, together with currently available data describ-
ing current management practice, will continue to create an
improved knowledge base and further guidelines for oncologists
with respect to the optimal management of colorectal cancer.
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